Abstract. We explore entropy and strangeness as signature of QGP for top AGS and the energy scan at SPS. We find that the hadronization dynamics changes between 20 and 30 A GeV projectile energy. The high energy results are consistent with QGP.
Introduction
It is commonly accepted that, at RHIC, we have produced the quark-gluon plasma (QGP) in laboratory; the question is if this new state of matter is already present in the SPS energy range as has been considered likely in the CERN press release of February 2000? We present here a brief discussion of our findings as described in full length elsewhere [1, 2] . Here, we look at the abundant production of strange flavored hadrons in the relativistic heavy ion collisions at top AGS and all SPS energies, addressing the NA49 energy scan results [3] .
Our data analysis employs the statistical hadronization model (SHM); we assume that the strong interactions saturate the quantum particle production matrix elements. Therefore, the yield of particles is controlled dominantly by the magnitude of the accessible phase space. The SHM contains little if any information about the nature of interactions, and thus, it embodies the objective of reaching simplicity in many body dynamics, allowing to identify the properties of the dense and hot primary matter formed in heavy ion collisions. Interpretation of experimental data is arrived at with the SHARE suite of programs [4] .
Strangeness and Entropy
The total final state hadron multiplicity is a measure of the entropy S produced. In the QGP, the entropy production occurs predominantly early on in the collision, once a quasi-thermal exponential energy distribution of partons has been formed, the entropy production has been mostly completed, even if the chemical yield equilibrium is not achieved yet. Since the kinetic processes leading to strangeness production are slower than the parton equilibration process, we are rather certain that the production of entropy occurs mainly prior to strangeness production. Even though the degree of chemical equilibration of gluons in early stages (which dominate strangeness production) are uncertain, study of kinetic strangeness production show that the controlling quantity is the entropy contents. For this reason, the observable 'strangeness pairs per entropy' N s /S (also colloquially referred to as s/S) emerges as diagnostic tool, also since in essence both s and S are conserved in the process of hadronization.
The phase space density is in general different in any two matter phases. Thus when transformation of one phase 'Q' (for QGP) into the other occurs rapidly, given chemical equilibrium in the decaying phase, in general the final state is out-of chemical equilibrium. Especially, when hadrons are produced in a recombinant model, in order to preserve entropy, there must be a jump in the phase space occupancy parameters γ Q i < γ i , i = q, s. The superscript Q indicates that we refer to the QGP phase; variables in the hadron phase will be stated without an superscript.
This jump replaces the increase in volume found in a slow transformation involving re-equilibration. In order to preserve entropy in sudden hadronization of supercooled QGP at T ≃ 140 MeV, we must have for the light quark 'q' occupancy γ cr q = e mπ /T . The value γ cr q is where the pion gas condenses. The required value of γ q is decreasing with increasing temperature and is crossing γ q = 1 near T ≃ 180 MeV. Thus, in fast hadronization of the QGP phase (without an increase in volume, i.e., mixed phase), we expect that, the value of γ q governing hadron yields must be greater than unity for every value of T considered in previous studies of the hadronization process, with the relation being approximately as γ q ≃ 1.6 − 0.015(T − 140) [MeV] .
The ratio s/S up to a structural numerical factor compares the degeneracy of strangeness to the overall QGP effective degeneracy. At sufficiently high temperature, the entropy density S/V in QGP is that of (nearly) ideal quark-gluon gas:
For an equilibrated QGP phase with perturbative properties:
For early times, when x = m s /T (t) is relatively small, assuming the equilibrium value (γ Q s = 1), we can find s/S ≃ 0.045. However, at high temperature strangeness is not yet equilibrated chemically and in general the value in QGP at hadronization is expected in the range 0.03 < s/S < 0.04. When and if strangeness is not equilibrated in the QGP source, we in effect can determine the value γ Q s by comparing to the above expectations. In order to arrive at the above estimate, we needed to use the number of degrees of freedom in chemically equilibrated QGP, which is shown by dashed lines in Fig. 1 . Solid lines allow for the effect of approach to chemical equilibrium of strangeness, assuming: γ Q s ≃ (300 − T )/160 MeV. Most of temperature dependent corrections cancel, and one finds in the latter case that it is possible to use a nearly T independent value seen for for T < 260 MeV in Fig. 1 , g Q eff ≃ 30 near to QGP breakup condition, which value is decreasing to g Q eff ≃ 28 for a hot QGP [2] . To quantify the strangeness enhancement signature due to deconfinement we compare in Fig. 2 the value of s/S in chemically equilibrated hadron matter with that of chemically equilibrated QGP, see Fig. 2 , as function of chemical freeze-out temperature T . This figure quantifies the specific strangeness enhancement of the QGP phase. This enhancement implies in fast hadronization that a chemical nonequilibrium must arise among (strange) hadrons formed. The high density of strangeness present at QGP hadronization can therefore lead to a considerable enhancement of the yields of multistrange antibaryons, and φ [6] . Strangeness enhancement is best expressed by the magnitude of γ s /γ q after hadronization, which we evaluate conserving strangeness and entropy. at hadronization, beginning with a QGP phase which is nearly chemically equilibrated at the point of hadronization:
Only when one considers the entropy content as measured by hadron yields, the understanding of the strangeness production in QGP is reliable. If instead the production of strangeness is studied at some presumed 'hydro'-inspired space-time profile of temperature T , results are meaningful only if the QGP entropy S content has been directly related to an observed hadron multiplicity. Namely, if the initial temperature is modeled to be 20% below value needed for the observed entropy, the initial entropy content is cut in half. In the QGP this means that there are half as many gluons, and the rate of strangeness production by gluon fusion is cut down by a factor 4, which in turn implies that strangeness would not equilibrate in QGP.
Energy Scan at CERN-SPS
We analyze the particle production obtained in the energy scan of the NA49 experiment at CERN-SPS [3] , and also include the results of our earlier analysis of the top AGS data [7] . The outcome of the fit procedure is stated in the top section of table 1. The λ s values, marked with an asterix * in table 1, are result of a strangeness conservation constraint, which, however, is not chosen to be zero, but as shown in table: since strangeness conservation constraint involves several particle yields it is inappropriate to insist on s −s = 0, since this correlates the errors of the input data which are experimentally not correlated. Our procedure was to fit first without strangeness conservation, and once we see the strangeness asymmetry to fix it at the best value shown in table so that the resulting procedure of fixing λ s is the same as used by other groups, but that there is no unnecessary error constraint introduced among strange hadrons.
It is important to inspect the profiles of χ 2 , and of the confidence level P [%] determining the fit quality, see Fig. 3 . We observe that the results for AGS 11.6 and SPS 20 GeV differ from the remainder of the SPS results (30, 40, 80 and 158 GeV) in the outcome of the fit. The low energy results, obtained at two different experimental locations, clearly favor a value of γ q < 1, combined with relatively large Table 1 . For each projectile energy E [A GeV] for AGS and SPS energy range, we present in the header √ s NN , the invariant center of momentum energy per nucleon pair, y CM the center of momentum rapidity. This is followed by statistical parameters T, λ i , γ i obtained in the fit, the strangeness asymmetry required, and we present the resulting chemical potentials µ B , µ S , the reaction volume V and the centrality of the reaction considered. This is followed first by input and than by output total hadron multiplicity N 4π . V, T , while the higher energy data favor γ q → γ cr q . The recently reported enlarged set of NA49 experimental results help to discriminate the chemical hadronization condition. Inspecting, in particular, the 80 and 158 GeV profiles, presented in Fig. 3 , we recognize that the semi-equilibrium model with γ q = 1 has a comparatively low viability compared to the full chemical non-equilibrium model we advance.
The SHARE package offers the opportunity to evaluate the physical properties of the fireball in its local frame of reference: since we look at the hadron yields, the flow velocity information is not retained. These results are shown in table 2. We note that the chemical freeze-out at low energy (AGS 11.6 and SPS 20 GeV) occurs from a much more dilute physical state, the energy density of the high energy (30, 40, 80 and 158 GeV) data points hoovers well above 400-500 MeV/fm 3 , about a factor 2.5 higher than at low energy. We further note that between 20 and 30 GeV the ratio E/T S shifts from a value below unity to above unity as required for the sudden, supercooled hadronization mechanism for E > 20 A GeV. There is a steady growth in the yield of strangeness, both measured in terms of s/S as well as the yield per participant (net baryon number b).
There is a decrease in the energy retained, indicating that the flow effects grow rapidly, pushing the fraction of energy stopping below 50% at the top SPS energy. The cost of strangeness pair production E th /s decreases, as does the energy per hadron produced E th /h. Both these quantities use energy content in the local rest frame, and thus do not include the kinetic energy of matter flow at hadronization, which originated from the thermal pressure, which has driven the expansion matter flow.
Discussion of Results
At the top SPS energy, the value of s/S = 0.022 implies for a QGP source a γ Q s ≃ 0.7, which corresponds to γ s /γ q ≃ 1. This, in fact, is the reason why chemical equilibrium γ q = γ s = 1 'marginally works' for this data set. However, as function of energy we see a very spectacular preference for non-equilibrium, of two different types. For two lowest reaction energies considered, we are below chemical equilibrium and for other, higher energies, with √ s NN > 7.6 GeV we see over saturation of chemical occupancies.
Since we fit data very well, we also describe precisely the K + /π + ratio as we show in Fig. 4 . The maximum of the ratio K + /π + occurs for E = 30 A GeV where we find γ i > 1. An anomaly associated with the horn is the large yield of Λ, and protons, see bottom section of table 1. We further note that the structure of the horn shown by dashed (semiequilibrium) and dotted (equilibrium) lines is also reproduced qualitatively, contrary to reports made by other groups. We have traced this behavior to our relaxation of the strangeness conservation condition.
Do the low energy results imply absence of quark matter, and thus reactions between individual hadrons? Our analysis shows that the chemical freeze-out occurs in a highly dilute phase. However, the rapid rise of strangeness yield as function of reaction energy, suggests that the strangeness production processes differ from those encountered in normal hadron matter. For this reason we favor a constituent quark matter reaction picture at 11.6 and 20 A GeV, with color deconfinement arising yet below this energy range. The relatively high temperature and low γ q are consistent with properties of constituent quark phase with m u,d ≃ 340 MeV and m s ≃ 500 MeV, gluons are 'frozen'. In such a massive deconfined quark phase chiral symmetry is not restored. For µ B → 0 the lattice results unite the chiral symmetry restoration, in which m q → 0, with the deconfinement transition.
In Summary: the physical properties we find for the hadronization of 30, 40, 80, 158 A GeV most central heavy ion reactions correspond to the expected behavior of the chirally symmetric QGP phase. SHM model described these results well, hadron simulations (not discussed here) fail to account for multistrange (anti)baryons.
